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The menu for Sister Pie from Detroit is currently not available. On our webpage you can find a large choice of
other menus from Detroit as well. Why not take a look or help Menulist and upload the menu here. What Anna

likes about Sister Pie:
Best hand pies ever! The ingredients always taste so fresh and yummy and the pies are such a dear treat. I love
this spot and the friendliness of all the ladies working hard to spoil us with their amazing treats. Shout out for the
Pfefferneusse Pie, the Maple Pie, the Hand Pie, and the buckwheat Chocolate Chip cookies. Thank you Sister
Pie for years of joy in the form of tasty treats! read more. What Antonina Strazimiri doesn't like about Sister Pie:
Pros: Salted maple pie. Friendly staff.Pro Con: Rose pistachio cookies are so intensely rose flavored...it's great
at first, but after a few bites, also too much. (I have rose flavored/infused goodies I enjoy so it's not that I'm not
used to the flavor or something.)Cons: Just okay pie crust, dry chocolate cookies, lumpy texture and lacking

flavor of sweet beet pie. read more. When the weather is pleasant you can also be served outside, and there is
free WLAN. In the morning, a diverse brunch is offered at Sister Pie in Detroit that you can celebrate according to

your mood, Customers can enjoy the dishes from establishment through a catering service at home or at the
event. Finally, the restaurant also offers a variety of tasty meals that are undoubtedly worth a try, The visitors of

the restaurant also consider the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the
establishment offers.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Appet�er�
FOCACCIA

�tra�
SWEET POTATO

Snack�
BROWNIES

Cookie�
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Desser�
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MEAT

CHEDDAR

POTATOES
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 08:00 -15:00
Thursday 08:00 -15:00
Friday 08:00 -15:00
Saturday 10:00 -15:00
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